


 

 

 Butterfly Quillow 
Design and instructions by Mickey Charleston 

Featuring the H-3D “Coming at You” Collection 
by Hoffman California Fabrics 

 
Quilt size…41” x 70” 
All seams are ¼”, unless noted otherwise. 
 
Yardage requirements  Note: extra scrap fabric may be needed for applique   
A…Style # J8611  8-Green                 1 3/8 yards 
B…Style # 1895    67-Flame                 3/8 yard 
C…Style # 1895   192-Pumpkin          ¼ yard 
D…Style # 1895   232-Citrine              ¼ yard 
E….Style # 1895   324-Dragonfly        2 5/8 yards (includes 2 1/8 yards for backing) 
F….Style # 1895    315-Chameleon   ½ yard 
G…Style # 1895   72-Magenta           ¼ yard 
 
Cutting requirements 
A…cut 3-4” strips WOF (width of fabric) 
              2-6” strips WOF 
              2-2” strips WOF 
              2-18 x 18” squares for pillowslip 
B…cut 2-3” strips WOF 
              2-2” strips  
C…cut 4-2” strips 
D…cut 3-2” strips 
E….cut 2-2” strips  
       cut 2-3” strips  
       cut 1-4” strip  
F….cut 2-2” strips  
       cut 2-3” strips 
       cut 1-4” strip 
G…cut 1-2” strip 
       cut 2-3” strips  
 
Piecing 
In a random layout, sew all strips together lengthwise. Trim sides to even edges. 
 
Sandwich batting, backing and pieced top (face down) w/backing and top right sides together. 
 
Pin and sew ¼” all the way around, leaving an opening for turning right side out.  Whip stitch opening closed. 
 
Applique & Pillowslip 
Following template given, appliqué motif to one 18” square.  It is recommended that the back of the area (to 
be appliquéd) be backed with fusible interfacing, for added support. 
 
Sandwich batting, appliqué square and 2nd 18” square (lining) …making sure pillowslip lining and appliqué 
square are right sides together. Pin and sew ¼” all the way around, leaving an opening for turning right side 
out.  Whip stitch opening closed. 
 
Position pillowslip at the center top of the quilt facedown, making sure the top of your applique is at the very 
top of quilt. Topstitch through all thicknesses ¼” on the two sides and 3/8” at the top. Quilt or tie as desired. 
 
Hooray, your done!  Now go get some popcorn, your favorite 3D movie and glasses and get cozy under your 
magical quillow! 
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